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(+61)755800414 - http://sheetalindianrestaurant.com.au/

On this website, you can find the complete menu of Sheetal Indian Restaurant from HELENSVALE. Currently,
there are 19 dishes and drinks available. For seasonal or weekly deals, please contact the owner of the

restaurant directly. You can also contact them through their website. What User likes about Sheetal Indian
Restaurant:

Tucked away this wonderful little Indian restaurant has a modest setting with a first class culinary experience!
Butter Chicken fresh, moist and rich with flavour an absolute favourite. Will be back again definitely. Thanks
Sheetal read more. The premises in the restaurant are wheelchair accessible and can also be used with a

wheelchair or physiological limitations, Depending on the weather conditions, you can also sit outside and be
served. What User doesn't like about Sheetal Indian Restaurant:

I’ve eaten takeaway from here previously so tried again. The restaurant was almost empty I thought good I’ll get
my takeaway pretty quick. I was wrong I waited about 35mins for a basic curry with pillau rice, some garlic nan

and a serving of tandoori...king prawns. The prawns were very dry and just didn’t taste good. The main was very
tasty I really enjoyed that. The nan not so much. I’ll probably use again, I think... read more. The extensive range
of coffee and tea specialties greatly enhances the value of a visit to Sheetal Indian Restaurant, With traditional

Indian spices, dishes are delicious and freshly prepared. You can also look forward to scrumptious vegetarian
cuisine, and you can look forward to the tasty traditional seafood cuisine.
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Sid� dishe�
NAN

Lamb
ROGAN JOSH

Desser�
KULFI

Asia� specialtie�
SAMOSA

Lam� Gericht�
LAMB ROGAN JOSH

Coffe�
COFFEE

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�

bein� serve�
LAMB

Condiment� an� Sauce�
CURRY

PRAWNS

India�
BUTTER CHICKEN

NAAN

ROTI

Dishe� ar� prepare� wit�
BUTTER

TRAVEL

CHILI

BEEF

CHICKEN

GARLIC

KING PRAWNS
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